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1. Introduction 

 

According to a widespread conventional wisdom, pathologies affecting 

competition hurt mainly consumers� welfare. This is not necessarily true. There 

are several reasons why firms can be damaged as well. First, and perhaps most 

obvious, in a number of cases like predatory pricing or other abuses of dominant 

position, competitors are directly harmed by the aggressive behaviour of the 

dominant firm. Second, firms are indirectly affected by a reduction of 

consumers� welfare, since the latter may lead to higher wage and salary claims 

and higher labour costs. Third, the lack of competition may be responsible for 

higher prices in sectors producing intermediate goods or services, so that firms 

operating in the downstream markets face higher production costs. In this paper 

we focus on this third question. 

If  the geographic dimension of the downstream market is local or national, and 

all firms operating in the market are equally affected by higher costs, everything 

will likely boil down to higher prices for the final goods, with no additional 

effects other than the second one pointed out above, i.e. an upward pressure on 

labour costs. However, if the final market has an international dimension, 

antitrust pathologies in the upstream markets may have more dramatic 

consequences. Provided that firms located in different countries are able to 

obtain the same intermediate goods and services at a lower cost, domestic firms 

lose competitiveness and, in extreme cases, may eventually close down. From 

the point of view of the country as  a whole, the lack of competition in the 

upstream markets can then lead to a reduction of exports and growth.  

In this paper we try to unveil some empirical evidence of the relation between 

antitrust pathologies in markets producing intermediate goods or services for 

other firms and the economic performance of downstream sectors facing 
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international competition. We shall not produce Barro regressions; rather, we 

shall focus on sectoral data from one single country, i.e. Italy.  

Many typical products �made in Italy� are experiencing increasing difficulties 

on international markets. A number of explanations have been put forward: 

labour market rigidity, small average firm size, bad infrastructures, and so on. 

While not denying a possible role for such factors, we stress the relation outlined 

above as an additional explanation, which has been largely neglected so far, both 

in the political debate and in the scientific literature. The a priori likelihood of 

such an explanation increases when one takes into account that in Italy, as 

explained in the following Section, several key sectors producing services for 

firms---finance and credit intermediation, insurance, professional services, 

energy, telecommunications, transports---are affected by substantial antitrust 

problems.  

Finding evidence of a link between competition problems and growth is a rather 

difficult task. First, measuring the degree of competition in a given industry is 

problematic. Some authors make use of the Lerner index or related quantities;1  

this however would involve estimation of the elasticity of demand functions for 

each sector of the Italian economy, which is far beyond the scope of this paper. 

Here we simply compute the number of antitrust interventions by the AGCM 

(the Italian Antirust Authority) and the Bank of Italy in the period under 

observation and adopt a binary indicator that singles out the �problematic� 

sectors according to whether the frequency of such interventions is higher than a 

given threshold. 

A second difficulty is that we have to find a measure indicating to what extent 

problems originating in the upstream market affect the downstream sectors. To 

this end we computed, via the inverse input-output matrix, the percentage of 

input costs directly and indirectly attributable to value added produced in the 

                                         
1 For instance Cetorelli and Violi (2003) compare the degree of competition of the banking sectors of different 
countries by using a measure related to the Lerner index and the elasticity of demand. 
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�problematic� sectors. In this way we were able to classify markets according to 

the degree of �dependence� on such sectors and evaluate whether this 

dependence is related to performance indicators like net exports (properly 

normalized), export growth and value added growth.  

Finally, even if the indicators above do their job well, there are a lot of 

unobservable factors which may affect the performance of a sector in terms of 

exports or growth, and we cannot control for them. If these factors are related to 

antitrust problems in some way, it is possible to observe nothing even if a strong 

relation is there, conditional on such unobservable factors. 

Having in mind these difficulties, the results appear surprisingly clear-cut. Firms 

facing international competition are heavily dependent �more than the average 

economy- on goods and services produced by sectors affected by competition 

problems. Most important, the more dependent the final sector, the worse the 

performance on the international market. The relation is sharp and consistent for 

all performance indicators used. Of course, both the difficulties outlined above 

and the limitations of the analysis, referring to a single country and period, must 

induce caution. But we have a first piece of evidence, awaiting further 

confirmation. 

As far as we know, there are no papers in the literature focusing on the relation 

highlighted here. There are several works, both theoretical and empirical, about 

the relation between competition and growth, but most of this literature deals 

with the effects of competition on innovation and technology (see e.g. Baldwin, 

1992, Bucci, 2003, Hayri and Dutz, 1999, Januszewski et al., 2002). Our paper 

is more closely related to the literature studying the growth effects of financial 

development and competition in the credit sector (recent works are Andersen 

and Tarp, 2003 and Valverde et al. 2003). The main difference with respect to 

the latter literature is that here financial intermediation, though important, is just 
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one of the sectors producing intermediate services or goods which may hinder 

growth of the downstream industries. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe some basic facts and 

recent performances of the Italian economy. Section 3 discusses the method 

used to identify the problematic sectors and shows that they are mainly 

providers of intermediate goods and services to domestic firms. Section 4 

introduces our measure of �dependence� on problematic sectors and sorts out 

those problematic sectors that have the largest impact on exporting industries. 

Section 5 presents evidence of a negative relation between antitrust problems 

and economic performances. Section 6 concludes. 
 

 

2. Basic facts and recent performances of the Italian economy  

Starting from 1995, Italy has suffered from a significant contraction of export 

shares. This negative trend has badly  affected economic growth. The recent 

crisis has been particularly severe with respect to other countries. The GDP 

growth rate dropped from 3.1% in 2000 to 1.8% in 2001 and 0.4% in 2002. Bad 

performances affected all macroeconomic aggregates and particularly 

investments and exports, which often led national growth in past decades. 

To better understand the context in which bad economic results take 

place, let us point out a few structural features of the Italian economy. Two 

thirds of total exports are carried out by a  group of manufacturing sectors 

producing less than 20% of national value added. For all these sectors taken 

together, in 2001 the share of Italian exports was 11.8% of European exports, 

corresponding to 4.6% of world exports. Classifying as �exporting sectors� 

those for which the export/production ratio is greater than the corresponding 

national average, and using the 50 branches classification employed by ISTAT 

for national accounting data, it is found that 21 out of 25 industrial sectors are 
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exporting sectors. They can be grouped into a few macro-sectors: machinery, 

textiles, clothes, furniture, non-metallic minerals, leather goods, foodstuffs, 

chemicals, means of transportation and paper. These are typical �made in Italy� 

products, where Italy traditionally has had an important competitive advantage 

in the international division of labour. In all these industries Italian firms make 

profits in international competitive markets - where effective incentives 

systematically spur product and process innovation � by improving the quality 

of goods and lowering their production costs. However, net exports are 

systematically positive and large only for the former six macro-sectors, whereas 

the others, despite their wide foreign trade, repeatedly recorded a negative trade 

balance (see Table 5 below). 

The remaining sectors, which overall produce more than 80% of national 

value added, mainly sell their output inside the national boundaries and 

systematically record negative net exports. This group, i.e. �non-exporting 

sectors� (those for which the export/production ratio is smaller than the national 

average),  is made up of both �final sectors� and �intermediate sectors�. We 

defined as �intermediate� those sectors for which, according to the most recently 

available input-output matrix (1992), the share of total output employed as 

intermediate input (within the same sector or in other sectors), is greater than the 

corresponding national average. Intermediate sectors altogether produce little 

more than 30% of national value added,  while the �final sectors� (all the other 

ones) produce as much as 50%. About 25% of the value added totally produced 

in the intermediate sectors comes either from agriculture or the industries of 

energy production and metal extraction, while the remaining 75% comes from 

services such as transportation, telecommunications, insurance, financial 

services, professional services. 
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3. Identifying �problematic� sectors  

 

Now let us turn to the problem of identifying which particular sectors are 

affected by competition pathologies and which are not, a first step which is 

necessary in order to find some empirical evidence of the relation between 

competition problems in the upstream sectors and the international 

competitiveness of exporting firms. We focus on the period 1995-2002, since 

the phase of contracting export shares starts in 1995. Our basic assumption is 

that antitrust interventions by the AGCM and the Bank of Italy2 during this 

period can be interpreted as symptoms of competition diseases having effects 

during the same period. This interpretation is reinforced by observing that most 

interventions of the Authority are not initiated by the Authority itself, but are 

solicited by firms, individual consumers or consumer associations, who 

complain of being victims of illicit behaviour.  

 We considered, as interventions, both investigations and advocacy reports made 

by the Authority to Parliament and Government Commissions or Departments 

(ex art. 21, 22 of the law 287/90). The inclusion of such reports is motivated by 

the fact that in many cases the Authority cannot open an investigation, because 

the market is regulated or there are specific laws authorizing anti-competitive 

behaviour. In such cases, signalling the existence of a competition problem 

through a report is the only thing the Authority can do. Moreover, we did not 

consider either proceedings not ending in investigations or investigations ending 

with the decision that the antitrust law was not violated. The reason is that in 

both cases, after a short preliminary analysis in the former case, based on a 

                                         
2 In the law establishing the Italian Antitrust Authority, the Bank of Italy  was given responsibility for enforcing 
the law itself in cases involving banks. Therefore, intervention addressed to finance and credit intermediation 
markets encompasses both Antitrust Authority and Bank of Italy investigations. 
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detailed inquiry in the latter, the AGCM (or the Bank of Italy) concluded that, 

after all, there was no competition problem. 

Interpreting antitrust interventions as symptoms of competition pathologies 

throughout the period under investigation entails that such interventions are 

often not sufficient immediately to remove the deep causes originating them. 

Such an assumption reflects our awareness that Antitrust interventions can only 

be fruitful in the long run, insofar as they induce a slow but steady change of the 

economic culture in industries protected from external competitive pressure. 
 

Table 1 
Distribution of the interventions by AGCM and Bank of Italy by groups of sectors 

(1995- 2002) 
(in brackets the percentage of value added produced by each group of sectors in 2002) 

 

 Intermediate 
sectors Final sectors Total 

Non-exporting sectors 
    

62,2%    (30,7%) 
 

25,7%    (51,3%) 87,8%    (82,0%) 

Exporting sectors 
 

5,0%       (9,3%) 
 

7,1%       (8,7%) 12,2%       (18,0%)

Total 67,2%     (40,0%) 32,8%    (60,0%) 100%       (100%) 

As shown in Table 1, by classifying the interventions, as defined above, 

according to the economic sectors they were addressed to, it turns out that they 

have been intensively made in those sectors that mainly produce intermediate 

goods and services and sell them inside the national boundaries. More than sixty 

per cent of all interventions were addressed to sectors that according to our 

classification are both �non-exporting� and �intermediate�; such sectors produce 

about thirty per cent of national value added. By contrast, in the other non-

exporting sectors, which mainly produce goods and services for final consumers, 
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the weight of antitrust interventions � despite their great number � turns out to 

be lighter once the higher share of national value added produced by these 

sectors is properly taken into account. Not surprisingly, exporting firms have 

been less affected by antitrust interventions: in fact they act in open international 

markets, generally characterized by sound competitive conditions. 

The number of interventions per se cannot be an accurate indicator of the 

seriousness of competition problems in a particular sector, because different 

interventions may signal �diseases� of rather different concern, according to the 

seriousness of the infringement and the geographic and product dimensions of  

the  market. Moreover, any attempt at refining the measure by placing a weight 

on each intervention would be largely arbitrary. For these reasons we decided to 

adopt a simple binary indicator. We define as �problematic� those sectors in 

which the Italian Antitrust Authority and the Bank of Italy performed more than 

5 interventions between 1995 and 2002, and �non-problematic� the   remaining 

sectors.  

Table 2 

Number of interventions by AGCM and Bank of Italy in the period 1995-2002 by sector 
 

SECTORS 
 

 
No. of interventions 

 
Telecommunications 56 
Professional Services 36 
Financial intermediation 29 (*) 
Auxiliary transport activities 21 
Retail trade  19 
Electricity, gas and water supply 18 
Insurance and pension funding 16 
Recreational, cultural and sporting activities 16 
Manufacture of dairy products 11 
Retail sale in non-specialised store  11 
Sewage and refuse disposal 10 
Air transport 8 
Computer related activities 8 
Sale, maintenance and repair of motor vehicles 7 
Health and social work 7 
Publishing and printing  6 
Manufacture of pharmaceuticals 6 

(*) 24 interventions are by the Bank of Italy 
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As shown in Table 2, we found that several key sectors producing services 

for firms are problematic according to this definition: at the top of the table we 

have telecommunications, professional services, financial intermediation, 

transports, energy, insurance and trade. 

 

4. Measuring �dependence� on problematic sectors 

 

The next step is to measure the degree of �dependence� of each sector on sectors 

affected by antitrust problems. To this end we use the most recently available 

input-output matrix produced by Istat, i.e. the 92-sector matrix of 1992. Direct 

dependence is measured by the ratio of  the total cost attributable to problematic 

inputs over total output value. Such ratio, however, does not take into account 

indirect dependence, i.e. the fact that the cost of non-problematic inputs may in 

turn be affected to some extent by the problematic sectors appearing among their 

inputs. Obviously the same holds for the inputs of the inputs, and so on.  To 

consider such indirect effects we need the inverse of the Leontief matrix.   

Precisely, let B be the (92 × 92) input-output matrix3;   f  the (92 × 1) 

vector of total output values4 and v the (92 × 1) vector of sectoral value added5. 

By the very definition of the input-output matrix we have 

                                                 f′  =  1' B + v′, 

where 1' = ( 1  1 ··· 1 ). By dividing the columns of B by the total output value of 

the corresponding sector we get the matrix of  �technical coefficients� A = B 

diag( f )-1 ,  expressed in values rather than in physical units. The latter matrix 

satisfies 

                                         
3 Table of total flows at prices ex-factory. 
4 Distributed output at prices ex-factory. 
5 Computed as the difference between total output value and total intermediate costs. 
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                                         1′  =  1′ A +  w′ , 

where w′  = v′  diag( f )�1 is  also obtained by dividing each element of v′  by the 

value of the output of the corresponding sector. Hence 

                     1′  =   w′ ( I � A ) �1 =   w′ L   =  w′  +  w′ F,  

where L is the Leontief inverse matrix and F = L � I. The last relation 

decomposes total production value, set equal to one, into the contributions of 

value added produced in different economic sectors. Without using matrices, for 

a generic sector i  we have 

              1 = wi + ∑h wh Fhi   = wi +  ∑h∈Ω  wh Fhi +  ∑h∉Ω  wh Fhi, 

where   wh  and  Fhi represent the generic elements of  w and F respectively, and 

Ω represents the set of problematic sectors. Each term appearing in the sums on 

the right hand side represents the percentage of total production value directly or 

indirectly attributable to a particular sector. The degree of dependence in Table 

3 is the sum of the percentages attributable to problematic sectors, i.e. ∑h wh∈Ω  

Fhi.    

As shown in Table 3, the degree of dependence on problematic sectors ranges 

from 25% to 12%. It is particularly high for firms producing chemicals, 

metallurgy, means of transportation, lather goods and paper, and smaller for 

firms producing machineries, foodstuffs, textiles, clothes, furniture and non 

metallic minerals. Such numbers are relatively high as compared to the national 

average (the overall contribution of problematic sectors to total value added is 

only 16.7%).  
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Table 3 

 
Contributions of six large intermediate sectors to the degree of dependence of exporting 

sectors 

Exporting sector 
Business 
activities 

Electricity, 
gas, steam 
and water 

supply 
Financial 

Intermediation 
Telecommun

ications Others Total
Pharmaceuticals  7,38% 1,76% 1,14% 0,89% 14,01% 25%
Basic metals 8,10% 4,82% 2,74% 1,19% 5,99% 23%
Office machinery and computers  9,19% 1,81% 1,15% 1,46% 8,31% 22%
Jewellery  6,90% 2,82% 4,24% 1,03% 4,75% 20%
Motor vehicles 6,73% 2,24% 1,38% 0,94% 7,61% 19%
Pulp, paper and paper products  5,84% 3,53% 1,55% 0,72% 6,68% 18%
Chemical products  6,08% 3,01% 1,15% 1,07% 6,67% 18%
Man-made fibres  5,45% 4,12% 1,10% 0,79% 6,31% 18%
Other transport equipment  7,29% 1,73% 1,24% 0,82% 6,22% 17%
Leather and leather products  5,88% 1,68% 1,21% 0,65% 7,38% 17%
Fabricated metal products  6,80% 2,63% 2,03% 0,83% 4,43% 17%
Machinery and equipment  6,92% 1,93% 1,74% 0,87% 4,84% 16%
Electrical machinery,  television 
and communication equipment  6,70% 1,90% 1,52% 0,89% 4,97% 16%
Rubber and plastic products  5,26% 3,96% 1,11% 0,79% 4,86% 16%
Other non-metallic mineral 
products  5,99% 3,13% 1,16% 0,84% 4,10% 15%
Textiles 4,90% 3,04% 1,32% 0,57% 5,12% 15%
Medical, precision and optical 
instruments  6,93% 1,33% 1,06% 0,88% 4,46% 15%
Food products  3,96% 1,72% 1,37% 0,51% 6,39% 14%
Furniture  5,17% 2,01% 1,71% 0,66% 3,95% 14%
Wearing apparel  5,07% 1,81% 1,25% 0,58% 4,58% 13%
Beverages  and tobacco products  5,09% 1,71% 0,65% 0,52% 4,07% 12%
Total 5,58% 1,50% 1,32% 0,87% 6,07% 15%

 

To identify which problematic sectors have the largest impact, we 

disaggregated the degree of dependence above in the contributions of six large 

sectors. Dependence of exporting sectors on professional services ranges from 

4% to 9%, dependence on energy production ranges from 1% to 5%, 

dependence on finance and credit intermediation from 1% to 4% and 

dependence on telecommunications from 0,5% to 1,5% . 
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5. The relation between �dependence� and economic performance 

To measure the economic performance of each sector we used net exports, net 

exports divided by the sum of exports and imports, real export growth and real 

value added growth. Data are taken from Istat national accounts and the 

statistics on international trade published by Istat and Ufficio Italiano Cambi. 

Since the finest classification available is the 50-sector one, we re-aggregated 

the 92-sector data on dependence to match the 50-sector classification. 
 

Table 4 
Growth rates of value added and exports of exporting sectors  

(1995-2002 and 1999-2002) 
 

Exporting sector 
Degree of 

dependence 
V.A. growth 
1995-2002 

V.A. growth 
1999-2002 

Export 
growth 1995-

2002 

Export 
growth 1999-

2002 
Pharmaceuticals  0,25 36,30% 7,84% 162,06% 64,71% 
Basic metals 0,23 -10,81% -6,77% 12,08% 31,15% 
Office machinery and computers  0,22 -30,60% -21,45% -41,20% -18,74% 
Jewellery  0,20 17,76% 4,96% 20,40% 8,12% 
Motor vehicles 0,19 -4,59% -17,26% 25,76% 11,76% 
Pulp, paper and paper products  0,18 22,49% 2,99% 37,81% 27,46% 
Chemical products  0,18 -8,21% -15,60% 34,20% 19,14% 
Man-made fibres  0,18 -25,44% -8,70% 0,65% 16,23% 
Other transport equipment  0,17 -11,26% 0,69% 120,97% 40,51% 
Leather and leather products  0,17 -18,99% -7,23% 21,99% 21,36% 
Fabricated metal products  0,17 11,47% 4,31% 27,36% 13,43% 
More dependent sectors 0,19 2,61% -3,07% 34,66% 22,28% 
Machinery and equipment  0,16 11,41% 10,55% 35,15% 16,41% 
Electrical machinery,  television 
and communication equipment  0,16 12,38% 0,82% 40,55% 16,27% 
Rubber and plastic products  0,16 13,57% 1,28% 33,67% 17,52% 
Other non-metallic mineral 
products  0,15 23,12% 11,53% 18,57% 9,65% 
Textiles 0,15 -7,90% -4,04% 3,84% -0,79% 
Medical, precision and optical 
instruments  0,15 22,96% 11,36% 56,19% 30,16% 
Food products  0,14 8,75% 9,02% 40,98% 22,14% 
Furniture  0,14 6,08% 4,60% 30,92% 15,41% 
Wearing apparel  0,13 0,10% 9,61% 62,34% 52,38% 
Beverages  and tobacco products  0,12 0,37% 12,19% 60,60% 24,99% 
Less dependent sectors 0,15 8,89% 6,30% 33,38% 17,16% 
EXPORTING SECTORS 0,17 6,39% 2,50% 33,92% 19,27% 
ALL SECTORS 0,19 12,9% 6,2%   
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Tables 4 and 5 show that, on average, there is a clear negative relation 

between the degree of dependence on �problematic� sectors and the 

performance of the exporting sectors on international markets. In the tables 

sectors are divided into two groups: more dependent and less dependent. 

Between 1995 and 2002 more dependent sectors experienced value added 

growth rates systematically lower than less dependent sectors. Total value added 

growth was only 2,61% for the former group, as against 8,89% for the latter.  

Between 1999 and 2002 � when the European Monetary Union was completed 

and Italy was suffering from the hardest recessive phase � the negative relation 

is even stronger. The cograduation index is � 0.583. More specifically, in this 

period value added growth was negative for more heavily dependent sectors (as 

well as for a large number of them), whereas the performance was positive for 

less dependent sectors and even lively for a few of them.  The only remarkable 

exception is represented by the manufacturing of pharmaceuticals, which, 

despite the highest degree of dependence on problematic sectors, performs well 

in terms of both value added growth and net exports. About pharmaceuticals, it 

should be pointed out that Italian firms have historically gained an important 

competitive advantage in the manufacturing of active ingredients employed as 

intermediate inputs in the production of generics6. Being largely sold in 

international markets where, unlike in Italy, the consumption of generics is 

widespread, as well as sharply growing7, active ingredients are to a great extent 

                                         
6 Since the end of the Second World War many Italian chemical firms have specialized in the production of 
active ingredients that initially were largely employed as inputs in the production of drugs inside the national 
boundaries. In 1978,  an Italian law introducing patent rights for drugs prohibited patented active principles; then 
Italian firms began to produce active principles employed as inputs in the production of generics and sell them in 
foreign countries where the consumption of generics was growing. Because of the knowledge and skills they had 
acquired, Italian firms rapidly gained a leading position on the active principles international markets. 
7 In 1999 for active ingredients the export/production ratio was about 85% and the value of exports accounted for 
about 50% of all pharmaceuticals exports (see Ministero dell�Industria, del Commercio e dell�Artigianato, 
Osservatorio per il Settore Chimico, L�industria italiana delle materie prime farmaceutiche, aprile 2001). 
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responsible for the exceptional performances of the whole sector of 

pharmaceuticals.  

At a first glance, export growth does not seem to fill in the picture, since 

the performances of the two groups of sectors are similar on average. However, 

export growth heavily depends on the variation of the degree of openness of  the 

economy. As shown below (Table 6), when controlling for the growth rate of the 

sum of import and export, there is a large negative (conditional) correlation 

between dependence and export growth. 

Table 5 

Net exports of exporting sectors (millions of euro) 

Exporting sector Degree of 
dependence 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

Pharmaceuticals  25% -134 57 27 -125 -104 1152 1296 862 

Basic metals 23% -9192 -6653 -8290 -9372 -8651 -11320 -10361 -9057 
Office machinery and computers  22% -1235 -2119 -2886 -3614 -4686 -5646 -5381 -5241 
Jewellery  20% 4215 4069 4149 4006 4281 5025 4763 4500 
Motor vehicles  19% -103 -781 -4042 -5339 -7743 -7442 -9306 -11447 
Pulp, paper and paper products 18% -2269 -945 -1162 -1288 -1361 -2146 -1543 -1210 
Chemical products  18% -7825 -6816 -7615 -7938 -8005 -9666 -9029 -8431 
Man-made fibres  18% -419 -429 -600 -660 -517 -582 -503 -513 
Other transport equipment  17% 1925 2759 2604 3393 2017 2793 1383 2921 
Leather and leather products  17% 7603 8073 7476 7116 6943 7866 8113 6960 
Fabricated metal products  17% 5613 5764 5830 6011 5814 6300 6673 6483 

More dependent sectors  -1820 2977 -4510 -7811 -12009 -13665 -13896 -14173 
Machinery and equipment  16% 25675 28909 30598 29194 27496 30324 33250 32306 
Electrical machinery,  television and 
communication equipment  16% -1662 -343 -1607 -2082 -2830 -4173 -2496 -2635 
Rubber and plastic products  16% 3429 3361 3633 3658 3436 4002 4276 4253 
Other no- metallic mineral products  15% 5380 5400 5738 5866 5824 6388 6452 6245 
Textiles 15% 8718 9257 9141 9051 8441 9164 9621 8571 
Medical, precision and optical 
instruments  15% -904 -532 -904 -1296 -1847 -2067 -1772 -1587 
Food products  14% -5853 -4983 -5341 -5132 -4620 -5171 -5491 -4648 
Furniture  14% 6512 6646 7059 7165 7091 8161 8458 8117 
Wearing apparel  13% 4441 5020 4880 4779 4284 4799 5379 5043 
Beverages  and tobacco products  12% 835 721 774 948 1026 1103 1127 1409 

Less dependent sectors  46572 53457 53971 52151 48299 52529 58804 57075 
          

Cograduation index  -0,37 -0,41 -0,40 -0,42 -0,44 -0,41 -0,39 -0,44 
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The negative relation is confirmed when looking at net exports. Between 

1995 and 2002 the trade balance of the more heavily dependent group went from 

a substantial equilibrium to a deficit amounting to about 14 billion euro in the 

latest years; on the contrary, the trade balance of the group of less dependent 

sectors is characterized by large and increasing surpluses, raising from about 50 

million euro to 60 million euro in real terms during the period. The  

cograduation indexes steadily range, during the eight years, between �0,37 and �

0,44. 

Finally, Table 6 shows the results obtained by regressing value added 

growth, export growth and net exports on our degree of dependence by ordinary 

least squares. We take value added and export growth between 1995 and 2002 

and net exports in 2002. To consider the particular feature that distinguishes the 

pharmaceutical sector, whose exports, unlike other typical �made in Italy� 

products, are largely sold in lively growing international markets, we introduce a 

specific dummy variable. In the equation explaining export growth we insert on 

the right-hand side the growth of the sum of import and export between 1995 

and 2002, to take into account that export variations are largely explained by the 

variations of the degree of openness of different sectors. Similarly, net exports 

are normalized by the sum of imports and exports, as is usually done to account 

for different sizes and degrees of openness of different industries. In the 

equation explaining net exports we also insert on the right-hand side the 

normalized net exports at the beginning of the period (notice however that the 

corresponding coefficient is not significant). 

As shown by the table, the coefficient of the dependence indicator has the 

expected negative sign in all of the estimated equations. Despite the small 
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number of observations (we have only 21 sectors), the negative correlation turns 

out to be significant in most equations at the 5% or the 10% level.  

 

Table 6 

OLS regressions  

Dependent variable v.a. growth  
95-02 

v.a. growth  
99-02 

Export growth  
95-02 

Export growth  
99-02 

Net  exports 2002/ 
(imports+exports) 

2002 

constant 48.7* 
(2.06) 

42.8**  
(3.55) 

105.4** 
(3.15) 

2.56 
(0.22) 

1.31 
(2.94) 

Dummy 
pharmaceutical sector 

57.4** 
(2.97) 

29.3** 
(2.99) 

121.2** 
(3.15) 

11.2 
(1.10) 

0.53 
(1.49) 

imports + exports  
growth 95-02   0.44** 

(3.93) 
0.90** 
(8.42)  

net exports 95 / 
(import+exports) 95     0.28 

(1.74) 

Degree of 
�dependence� on 
problematic sectors 

-2.80* 
(-2.01) 

-2.57** 
(-3.63) 

-5.22** 
(-2.67) 

-0.06 
(-0.10) 

-0.07** 
(-2.77) 

R-squared 0.34 0.46 0.79 0.89 0.42 

Adjusted R-squared 0.27 0.39 0.75 0.87 0.31 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03 

No. observations 21 21 21 21 21 

 

6.  Concluding remarks 

Since 1995 the Italian economy has been experiencing increasing difficulties on 

the international markets. Without denying other explanations, we have studied 

the role of competition pathologies in the upstream sectors in hindering 

competitiveness of exporting industries. Having identified the �problematic� 

sectors by means of the number of interventions of the antitrust Authority and  

the Bank of Italy, we constructed a measure of the degree of dependence of each 

exporting industry on such sectors based on the 1992 input-output table. The 

most problematic sectors are telecommunications, professional services, 
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transports, energy, finance and credit intermediation, insurance and trade. The 

sectors having the largest impact on exporting industries are professional 

services, energy production, wholesale trade, financial and credit intermediation, 

transport. We find that most dependent industries perform worst in terms of net 

exports, export growth and value added growth, with the remarkable exception 

of the pharmaceutical sector. Such a negative relation is statistically significant 

despite the small number of available observations.  
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